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Lewis Jones

Renewal of Subscriptions:
Renewal of Subscriptions: Please renew now, using the enclosed slip. Please use the back of the slip
for any amendments to the list of members. Please send your renewals (cheques made out to
FoMRHI) addressed to David Armitage, Honorary Treasurer FoMRHI, London Guildhall
University, 41-71 Commercial Road, London El 1LA, UK. The subscription rate remains
unchanged: £10-50. including surface postage world-wide, plus £1-50 for airmail to Europe, or plus
£3-00 for airmail to anywhere else. These supplements no longer reflect the full additional cost of
overseas postage, especially if the Quarterly becomes thicker again, but we have decided to retain
them at their recent levels for the time being, not least as we are keen to retain overseas members, for
whom making payments is expensive. If you pay by any kind of foreign cheque (in a currency other
than Pounds Sterling), you must add £10 to the subscription, otherwise FoMRHI will receive only 50
pence, making extra work for David and leading to delays in posting. It is possible to pay for more
than one year's subscription at once, or if several of you can arrange to send a single foreign-currency
cheque, the bank charge will be shared, but please ensure that you state clearly the names of all those
renewing. Please in any case renew as soon as possible.
FoMRHI Treasurer: David Armitage will act as Treasurer for the time being, in succession to
Barbara Stanley, who we would like to thank for all she has done for FoMRHI. David has done a
terrific job in recent months in modernising and refining the membership database so as to record
subscriptions received directly alongside the list from which address labels for the distribution of the
Quarterly are printed. We intend to develop this further so as to produce a unified database
incorporating the information about members' interests that presently resides in a separate list of
members. Once this is done it should be easier to publish an updated List of Members, which we plan
to do in October 2002, once all delayed renewals have been received.
List of Members: e-mail addresses: It is clear that FoMRHI's record of the e-mail addresses of
members is far from up to date. I communicate by e-mail with several members whose addresses are
not in the latest List of Members, and I suspect there must be many others. If you now have an e-mail
address and would like it included, please include it on your renewal slip. I have started to assemble a
FoMRHI email list in the hope that it might, when more complete, serve as an additional means of
notifying members of events and opportunities of which notice arrives too late for inclusion in the
quarterly Bulletin. You can, of course, also e-mail your address to ljones@lgu.ac.uk.
A new FoMRHI Directory of Suppliers to Musical Instrument Makers: Nearly two decades have
passed since the publication of Suppliers to Craftsmen Musical Instrument Makers (Scottish
Development Agency. 1982), compiled by Mark Norris, in succession to an earlier edition (1975) by
Ian Firth. Many members will recall the usefulness of those publications, but anyone still using them
will know how seriously out of date they have become. Though some of the suppliers listed are still in
existence, many have moved, and important ones to have emerged more recently do not appear. We
would like FoMRHI to publish a new directory, drawing together the knowledge and experience of as
many members as possible. This would be distributed to all members, and could also be offered for
sale to others. We envisage a format similar to that of the Permuted Index, A5, with a more
substantial cover than the Quarterly. We hope that all members with fairly recent experience of
making instruments will contribute to this initiative, whose success will depend very largely upon the
information you provide. In scope we would include materials, accessories and specialised tools
appropriate to the kinds of instruments with which FoMRHI is principally concerned. Electronics and
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amplification will be excluded, and 1 suggest that in the field of organbuilding we should confine
ourselves to materials and components appropriate only to instruments of the pre-electropneumatic
era. Plans and instructions will not be included, as information about them is fairly readily available
elsewhere. It is not our intention to list makers of complete instruments, but subcontractors making
components such as jacks, pegs and metalwork will be included. Given FoMRHI's international
membership, we hope that the Directory will be of world-wide scope, and that it may be of especial
use to makers in parts of the world where the making of such instruments is less well established.
David and I will act as editors, and will enlist such assistance as is necessary to process submissions,
to contact suppliers where appropriate, and to prepare the result for publication early in 2003. To
some extent editorial policy will have to be determined in the light of the information we receive. It is
not our intention to comment on the quality of service offered - it will be assumed that your
submitting details of a supplier amounts to at least a cautious recommendation. Reasonable efforts
will be made to check the accuracy of the information received, to obtain catalogues and to visit
websites.
Please use the form on p. 4 to submit entries. The preferred manner of submission is by email,
following the layout of the printed template. (1 will be pleased to email the template to anyone who
prefers not to have to type it themselves - requests to ljones@lgu.ac.uk). Alternatively, if this is
impossible, please photocopy the form as many times as necessary and send entries to Lewis Jones
(FoMRHI suppliers directory), LGU, 41-71 Commercial Road, London El 1LA, UK, where we will
be happy also to receive any suggestions or queries about the project. If you are able to attach to the
forms trade cards, price lists or other helpful literature, they will be very welcome.
RILM Abstracts of FoMRHI Comms: In his Comm. 1772 Jeremy notes that in the past RILM
abstracting forms were not routinely sent to the authors of published Comms, and wonders whether
we might wish to review this. I am very much in favour of at least the more substantial Comms. those
of lasting value, to which others might wish to refer in future, appearing in RILM, and would like to
promote this. Now that RILM is available online it is very much easier to search, and I can report
from experience that, though relatively few Comms are so listed at present, it has been helpful to me
to find some of those that are there. Not to submit FoMRHI's best Comms for inclusion in the
foremost bibliography of music-related literature confines them to a relatively small readership, and
helps to reinforce a view - all too prevalent - of instrument making and organology as pursuits
somehow divorced from the wider study of music. I would welcome your views on this.
London International Exhibition of Early Music: Jeremy, David and Mathew Dart represented
FoMRHI at the October 2002 exhibition at the Royal College of Music, and were pleased to meet
many members and other friends. Several new members joined, and some lapsed members rejoined.
FoMRHI in Directories: FoMRHI's entries in these directories have been updated: Aslib Directory of
Information Sources in the United Kingdom (12" edition) and the Directory of British Associations
published by CBD Research Ltd.
Musikinstrumenten-Museum Leipzig: The museum has new addresses and telephone numbers for
the next four years, for the time of the reconstruction of the museum building. The exhibition is at:
Thomaskirchhof 20; The offices, library, conservation department and postal address are at:
Taubchenweg 26. D - 04317 Leipzig; Tel: +39 341 687079 0; Fax: +39 341 68707922; email:
music.museum@uni-leipzig.de
The Eddy Collection, Duke University: Duke University has announced the appointment of Brenda
Neece as Curator of the collection of more than four hundred musical instruments from the late
eighteenth to early twentieth century bequeathed to the university by alumnus G. Norman Eddy and
his wife, Ruth. The collection is at the Department of Music, Duke University, Box 90563, 615
Chapel Drive, Durham, North Carolina 27708-0563; Tel: (919) 684-2823; Fax: (919) 681-5570
The collection contains 260 woodwinds (flutes, fifes, piccolos, clarinets, oboes, saxophones and
bassoons), 140 brass (trumpets, trombones, horns, comets, bugles, mellophones, euphoniums.
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helicons and tubas), 12 pianos, six free reeds (accordions and concertinas) and four strings. A
checklist
of
the
collection
and
a
selection
of
pictures
can
be
seen
at
http://www.dukenews.duke.edu/arts/eddys.htm. For more information about the collection, contact
Brenda Neece at Duke's Music Department, (919) 660-3320 or bneece@duke.edu. A glass enclosure
in the building's lower lobby has been built to display the Eddy collection pianos, which are currently
on view. Glass cases will be created next year in the upper lobby, near the building's entrance, and
instruments in the collection will be exhibited there on a rotating basis.

New Members and changes of Address
#

Richard W. Abel, 197 Abel Heath Lane, Franklin, PA 16323, USA.

#

John Rawson. 16 Holywell Street. Oxford 0X1 3SA. Tel: 01865 250 588.

Form for the submission of entries for the
F o M R H I Directory of Suppliers to Musical Instrument M a k e r s
Supplier's name:
Address (including full postal code and country):

Telephone:
Fax:
Email:
Website:
Is a catalogue or price list published?
Items or services offered

Other comments or notes:

Not for publication:
Proposer's name:
Address:
Telephone:
Email:
Please send to Lewis Jones (FoMRHI suppliers directory), LGU, 41-71 Commercial Road, London El 1LA, UK
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Jeremy Montagu

FoMRHI Comm. 1 7 7 2
A brief response to Comm. 1752 and Bull. 103
I write from a position of ignorance (I'm not a
string-player as Max Morgan, my much-afflicted viola teacher at the Guildhall School of
Music, would be the first to confirm), but 1
wonder how Joe Skeaping's thumb-position
would mesh with that of the vielle and the citole players in the Angel Choir in Lincoln Cathedral (see plates 13 and 18 in my World of
Medieval & Renaissance Musical'Instruments,
Newton Abbot: David & Charles, 1976, long
out-of-print but in many libraries, and anyway
doubtless in other books). 1 had described
these as thumb-plucking, and indeed in a Musica Reservata concert on 18 May 1971 in the
Queen Elizabeth Hall, John Sothcott had played an estampie on a fiddle of his own construction with a rhythmic drone in precisely
this way, plucking steadily with his thumb on
the bass string throughout the dance. Doing so
to great acclaim, I may say. [Copies of all our
broadcasts are now in the National Sound Archive in the British Library; they made CD copies of all my tapes Not up to BBC quality of
course, but better than nothing - the BBC had
long ago wiped all their own recordings].
Would string-players agree that the fingers
of the Lincoln angel could well be described as
in a backward extension?
And could it be that Leonardo's angel's
thumb might be plucking the bourdon as well
as stopping the bass fingerboard string9 And
might the same be true of the Lincoln Angel?
At Lincoln the thumb is clearly under the bourdon, which comes out of the side of the oval
pegbox just as Leonardo's does, but though it
seems to reach the side of the bass string, it
does not lie over it like Leonardo's.
The Lincoln choir is dated to around 1270,
the Leonardo presumably around 1500, two
and a quarter centuries later.
Do we have here evidence for a long-lasting playing technique7 And if so, can others
extend its date-range at either end and/or produce further evidence for (or against) it?
***

In response to Lewis's Bulletin (amid felicitations on its appearance after trials and tribulations of work pressure and family health), all
Quarterlies from no 1 onwards are in the five
so-called copyright libraries, as prescribed by
law In addition, the Bodleian here in Oxford,
has always subscribed for an additional copy,
as for many years has the Music School in
Cambridge, perhaps also since the beginning.
And we have also from our earliest years been
listed in many (mainly American-based, which
tend to be quicker in the uptake in these matters) international lists of periodicals We have,
too, for a number of years been sending a free
copy to RILM Abstracts in New York so that
they may include abstracts of any of our
Comms that they may wish I'm afraid that I
refused to send their abstracting forms to all of
our authors, both because of the time consumed on my part and the expense of doing so,
and because I doubted whether any significant
number of our authors would fill them in maybe I was wrong, and this is one of the
many changes that Lewis may wish to consider We also sent free copies to such felloworganisations as the Dutch Bouwers-Kontakt
(and received theirs in exchange) so that members of both could know what was available
(we always had trouble in finding Dutch speakers to tell us what their articles were about),
with blanket permission (but subject to author's consent) to reprint anything they wished
either in the original or in translation.
Eph and 1 also felt that FoMRHI should be
as widely known as possible and that the information it contained should be as widely available as possible. I'm sure that Eph will agree
with me that we are delighted that this policy
continues
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The Peoples Organ
Investigating the Concertina

Joe Macneil

My background is one of a necessarily practical nature having trained as a an
automotive engineer in New Zealand and then engaged in various specialist fields of
fabrication. I have played the harmonica for the last twenty odd years and consequently
developed an interest in the function of free reed instruments. Those of you who are
familiar with the work of Howard Levy ( a diatonic harmonica virtuoso from America), may
be able to appreciate how much a free reed can be manipulated to produce more than
one note. You will probably still be shaking your heads in disbelief ( as I still do)
whenever you listen to Howard play something like the heavily modal 'Donna Lee' on
nothing but a standard Hohner Golden Melody diatonic. Without doubt there have been
many ways that the ingenious ways free reed mechanism has been employed in the
service of man to make music and my reference to Howard levy's mastery over the free
reed is a classic example. For me it seemed a logical extension of my work with the
harmonica to take up the challenge of investigating the concertina.
At the London Guildhall University I have started my investigation into the concertina by
examining how reeds can be made and a bit later on will be attempting to explain how
the free reed mechanism actually works, as soon as I learn how to read German! I say
learn how to read German because courtesy of the Horniman library I have been able to
identify and go on to source two excellent texts regarding reed function. For those of you
who are interested they are:-Handbuch der Harmonika-lnstrumente, Akustische
Probleme Teil 1 ( ISBN 3-925572-007) and also
Handbuch der Harmonikalnstrumente, Untersuchungen
spezieller Phanomene Teil 2
( ISBN 3-925572-01-5).
Both are by Gotthard Richter and were
published in Germany by Musikverlag
Ulrich Schmulling in 1985.
The image here is one of a lachenal
Anglo concertina (courtesy of Dave
Armitage) and shows I think the
elegant simplicity of Mr Wheatsones
original concept. I have come to
appreciate the beauty of the sounds
that are produced by concertinas but
am perhaps more intrigued by the
design process that Wheatsone used
to produce his first variants. If imitation
is a form of flattery then Mr Wheatstone
would have been well pleased with the
efforts of the many people who
followed in his footsteps.
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My initial investigations have dealt mainly with identification of materials used in
concertina manufacture and in particular reeds. I have been assisted in the identification
of early reed material by Mr Dave Belcher at Ductile Metal Processes near
Wolverhampton. Dave was able to provide me with carbon content and hardness values
for a range of sample reeds and using those results I have had some success in
making a few reeds for testing. I have used CS95 spring steel strip which has a 1%
carbon value and is supplied in a hardened and tempered condition. It was suggested
to me that piano wire may also have been used in the rolled condition. My attempts at
this technique are not yet conclusive but one initial advantage is clear. The maker can
have full control over the section thickness and width of the reed. I found it relatively easy
to roll flat my wire samples to a desired width.
I have heard people talk of Swedish steel in revered tones and sure enough
spring steel from Sweden is available in useful gauge thicknesses. These I have yet to
try but I am looking forward to see if the purported increase in quality of steel translates
into an increase of quality of sound produced. I am not what you might call a fervent
traditionalist and will be examining different materials for all aspects of concertina
manufacture. Among these I hope to carry out some investigative work on the application
of carbon fibre for reed making. Carbon fibre has a high modulus and theoretically can
be fabricated in many interesting ways. This flexibility may relieve us of the tedious task
of regulating the thickness of reeds by grinding away section thickness to produce the
flexural properties we desire in a given reed.
The prevailing method of mounting reeds into individual frames ( or shoes as they
are sometimes called) is not without merit. Certainly this method makes the instrument
very repairer friendly. The practise of individually mounting reed shoes into tapered
grooves however, introduces the potential for leakage around the shoe. Some of the
reed pans that I have seen are in less than perfect condition and I think that there may
be better ways of designing the reed and reed pan interface given the manufacturing
technology we now have at our disposal. General consensus suggests that there is a
degree of Tightness in the traditional form of the instrument and I am initially more
curious about the underlying acoustic and ergonomic principles that have made the
concertina as popular as it is. When you pick up a Jeffries you marvel at it's relative
compactness and lack of weight. They can be incredibly loud where other variants are
very poor in tone and volume. There are many aspects to examine in order to
understand what properties sets a good instrument apart from a poor one.
I am starting at the beginning so to speak and welcome communication from
anyone who has an interest in this instrument. Over time I hope to investigate many of
the issues I have raised. Where possible I will publish updates. I can be contacted at my
email address <Joe.Kathryn@tesco.net>. I am in need of concertina parts suitable for
my research process (mainly bellows, reed pans and action box parts) so would be
particularly glad to hear from anyone who can assist with supply of those items.

s
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Ephraim Segerman

A look at the mechanics of the vibration of the bowed bridge
The bridge is a vibrating object intermediary between the vibration of the strings and the vibration of
the soundboard. Most of the time, it transmits a small amount of the string's vibration on to the
soundboard and reflects most of string's vibrations back to the string. That reflection is necessary to
maintain stable resonance frequencies in the strings.
The bridge has resonant frequencies of its own. If a string is vibrating near a resonance frequency of
the bridge, this gets the bridge vibrating more, and these enhanced vibrations transmit more of the
string vibration to the soundboard. The fancy shapes carved out of the bridge are there to put the
resonances of the bridge where they can do the most good. On violin bridges, these resonant
frequencies are in the 2-3 kilocycle range, just where the human ear happens to be most sensitive.
Enhancing the sound at these frequencies makes sure that the violin is more easily heard in difficult
acoustic situations.
If the vibration frequency transmitted to the soundboard is at a very strong resonant frequency of the
soundboard, it vibrates so much more that it induces the bridge to transmit enough of these vibrations
back to the strings to seriously affect their vibrations. Some of these reverse-direction vibrations are in
phase with the normal vibrations of the string, adding to them, while others are in reverse phase with
the normal string vibrations, reducing them by interference. They can also have slightly different
frequencies, producing beats when combining with the normal string vibrations. These unstable notes
are called 'wolfs', and are difficult to avoid. Ways to control this problem are to reduce the
soundboard's resonance, to reduce the amount of vibration energy that gets to the soundboard, or to
share the excess vibration energy in the string with another string or piece of string.
When the string is bowed, it can vibrate transversely perpendicular to the string (the normal way) or
compressionally or longitudinally along the string (producing a squeal). The bow can excite both
types of vibration if the hair moves at an angle different from perpendicular to the string. There is no
e\ idence for the squeal ever being considered musically useful. When we see the bow held at an angle
to the string, as in many medieval pictures, we can then expect that the bow hair movement was
usually still perpendicular to the string, with the bow-bridge distance changing during the bow stroke.
The transverse string vibrations that drive the vibration of the bridge can only be in the direction that
the bow is moving. Whether the bridge is flat or curved, the vibration of the strings mainly drives the
bridge to rock, with the force on the soundboard of one foot moving up whenever the other foot
moves down. If the width of the body is not much greater than that of the bridge, as was with the
rebec, the strings on the ends of the bridge can be bowed at a large angle to the flat. This can lead to
the foot on that side of the bridge moving much more than the other.
Let us look with more detail at the general case at frequencies considerably lower than the bridge
resonances, so we can assume that the bridge is rigid. It vibrates with all of the frequencies of the
string, and we can consider each frequency independently. The bridge feet can only move
perpendicular to the soundboard, which we approximate as being flat under the bridge. The vibration
forces from the string on the bridge are transmitted to the soundboard through the feet. These forces
are in addition to (or are subtracted from) the much greater constant forces resulting from the tensions
of the strings being in different directions on both sides of the bridge.
The vibrational force of the string (in the bowing direction) on the bridge can be considered to be the
vector sum of two non-orthogonal forces, a rotational one (creating a torque) rocking the bridge about
some axis, and a linear one, acting perpendicular to the soundboard. The vibrational forces of the
bridge on the soundboard act through the feet in the direction perpendicular to the soundboard, To
keep this perpendicularity, the rocking axis must go through a centre in the bridge plane that lies on the
line between the two feet. The torque is the distance from this centre to the string position on the
bridge (the string torque radius) multiplied by the rotational force acting perpendicular to this line.
That torque must equal the sum of the torques about that centre at each bridge foot, which is the force
with which that foot vibrates the soundboard times its distance from the centre.

The linear force perpendicular to the soundboard of the string on the bridge needs to be transmitted to
the soundboard by parallel forces through the feet. The force from the string is distributed between the
two feet in the same way that a load on a beam is distributed between two supports. The total force at
each foot is the sum of the rotational and linear forces.
The location of the centre of rocking motion depends on the relative vibration amplitudes of the two
bridge feet, which depends on the relative impedance (resistance to vibration forces) of the soundboard
beneath them. When there is no soundpost or bar, which was the case with medieval and most 16th
century bowed instruments, the impedance is the same for both feet. If the bridge is curved, the
rocking centre would be near midway between the feet. If the bridge is flat, and bowing is along the
flat, the rocking centre for each string would be displaced from there towards the foot closer to the
bowed string because of the linear force contribution, tending to even out the output from the different
strings. If the bowing of an end string is at a considerable angle to the flat, as in the rebec, the linear
force can become the major contribution.
When a soundpost or a bar is used individually, as happened to some extent in the 16th century, it
creates a point of minimum vibration amplitude close to the foot under which the soundpost or bar is
placed. This shifts the rocking centre towards this region of increased soundboard impedance, which
reduces the string torque radius (and thus the torque and the sound projection) of bowed strings on the
side of the bridge over that foot, and increases that of strings on the other side of the bridge. From the
point of view of transmission of the string vibration to the soundboard, a bridge foot going through a
hole in the soundboard resting on the back differs from a soundpost largely by the impedance in the
bridge-foot case being somewhat less than in the soundpost case. A bar in the centre between the feet
would inhibit the shifting of the rocking centre away from there and so, to a lesser extent (compared to
no bar), would enhance the sound projection of the strings on both ends of the bridge.
This approach can help understanding some historical developments. When the bridge is made higher,
as started to become common during the second half of the 15th century, the same string vibration
induces stronger vibration of the bridge feet due to increased torque in the bridge rocking. This leads
to the conclusion that pre-Renaissance bowed instruments, which generally had much lower bridges,
projected less sound than later bowed instruments. It also explains how a soundpost or bar was used
in the 16th century to shift the treble-bass balance in bowed instruments.
How the combination of soundpost and bass bar work together can be explained as well. The
soundboard impedance to forces from each foot of the bridge is different for different frequencies. At
low frequencies, larger areas of the soundboard vibrate together than at higher frequencies. A bar
stiffens the soundboard over a much larger area than a soundpost. At low-frequencies, the bar is
totally within the area vibrating in unison and so bends minimally, but at high frequencies, the bar's
impedance to bending interferes much more with the pattern of soundboard vibrations. We can thus
expect a bar to offer less impedance to bridge-foot forces at low than at high frequencies. At a
soundpost, the impedance to bridge-foot vibrations comes from both the soundboard and the back,
with much more wood to vibrate. This impedes low-frequency vibrations more than high-frequency
ones. When we have a soundpost under the treble foot and a bar under the bass foot, this shifts the
rocking centre towards the bass bar at higher frequencies and towards the soundpost at lower
frequencies, increasing the torque radius in each case. This effect seems to explain how having both a
soundpost and bass bar enhances both treble and bass response of the instrument, as well as there
being no evidence of a bar ever being under the treble foot, or of a post being under the bass foot.
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Ephraim Segerman

Measuring the elastic modulus of gut
The elastic modulus is a measure of stiffness of a material. It is defined as the stress, which is the
pressure tending to stretch or compress it. divided by the strain, which is how much it actually
stretches or compresses. The stress is the force (F) divided by the area (A) over which the force
applies. The strain is the change of dimension parallel to the force of the piece of material affected
(AL) divided by the original dimension (L). In symbols, the elastic modulus (E) is: E = (F/A)/(AL/L).
On any string, we can only have stretching forces, and we need an initial stretching force (F„), at least
just to straighten it out. Then the effective initial length (L) is the length with this force applied, and
the effective force for the elastic modulus calculation is a force (AF) added to or subtracted from F„.
The area (A) is KD~14 where D is the string diameter (which changes with the change of force, but
only negligibly). Thus E = 4LAF/ttD-AL, where one measures L and D before, and then AL after the
force change AF.
A complication in this procedure is that gut stretches inelastically when the stretching force is greater
than it has ever previously been. The difference between elastic and inelastic stretching is that elastic
stretching recovers immediately to its initial length when the stretching force is removed, while
inelastic stretching does not immediately recover (and almost all of it never does). Most
measurements are on new strings, so the initial stretching force will cause high inelastic stretching at
first, which slows down to very little a week later. We let it stretch for a few days before
measurement, and try to separate the elastic from the remaining inelastic stretching in the
measurement. This is done by measuring L after as well as before measuring AL when applying AF,
and using the average of these two L's in the equation. This assumes that the inelastic stretching is
uniform in time during the measurement, and that the time between the measurement of AL and of L
before and after is the same. If AF increases the force, it induces new inelastic stretching, so it is best
to have AF as a force decrease.
Our measurement setup is very simple. It is basically a ladder leaning against a wall. A small frame,
that clamps to any rung, holds the end of a suspended metal tape, and has a pin that holds a loop tied
at the end of a suspended string. At the other end of the string is a similar loop through which is a
double hook. The other end of the hook holds the handle of a bucket of known weight into which
weights are placed. A little cardboard frame is clipped onto the string just above the loop knot at its
bottom end. That frame slides freely over the tape and keeps the string and tape aligned to each other
(so that if the bucket swings, the string and tape swing together), and holds a vernier scale (generated
on the computer) that lies against the tape's mm scale. The metal tape holder that holds the coiled up
tape that is not needed provides the weight that keeps the tape taut.
In the internationally standard mks (or SI) system of units, the stretching force must be in units of
newtons, which is the total weight of the bucket and the weights inside, in Kg, multiplied by 9.807.
The lengths AL and L could be in any units, as long as both are the same. We use mm for both. The
diameter needs to be in metres. If it is measured in mm, that number must be divided by 1,000, and
if it is measured in thou (thousandths of an inch), it must be divided by 39,370. Once the force is
expressed in newtons and the diameter in metres, the elastic modulus comes out in pascals, but for
convenience, it is expressed in Gigapascals (Gpa), with each Gigapascal being a thousand million
(10^) pascals. When the above numbers are put into the equation, E(Gpa) = k(L/AL)AF(Kg)/D2,
where k = 19.34 if D is measured in thou, and k = 0.01248 if D is measured in mm.
We pick the initial force F„ to be about the same as the tension the string will have on an instrument it
is appropriate for. We pick AF (the weights we take out of the bucket) to be just enough to get a few
percent precision in our measurement of AL (which is when AL is over 5 mm). We usually do the
measurement procedure three times on each string.
Using this procedure, we have found that our low-twist gut strings usually have an elastic modulus in
the region of 5 or 6 Gpa, and our roped gut strings usually have an elastic modulus in the region of 1
or 2 Gpa.
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Ephraim Segerman
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Tables in Steps for Close-Wound Strings
The upper table on the left is diameters in thou in steps, applying to the core, the winding wire, and the
equivalent diameter (which is the diameter of a string all of the core material that has the same weight
as the wound string). Steps are multiples of a 12th root of 2, which is close to the smallest difference
that we can notice. The table is organised for easily counting numbers of steps, with one column to
the left on the same row equivalent to 10 steps up. The table below on the left is the same diameters
expressed in mm. On the table on the right, the column on the left is the number of steps up in the left
tables (smaller in diameter) that the core diameter is from the equivalent diameter. The other columns
are the number of steps up (smaller in diameter) that the winding wire diameter is from the core
diameter. These numbers are calculated from the equation (Dw/Dc W( l+(Dw/Dc)-/7t^) = ((ED/Dc)21 )/(Ti(pw/pc)) solved for Dw/Dc by the quadratic formula. The densities (p) assumed are 8.9 for
copper, 1.35 for gut, 7.7 for iron/steel and 8.7 for brass/bronze.
DIAMETER IN STEPS

3.0
3.2
3.4
3.5
3.8
4.0
4.2
4.5
4.7
5.0
5.3
5.6
6.0
6.3
6.7

0.076
0.080
0.085
0.090
0.096
0.101
0.107
0.114
0.120
0.127
0.135
0.143
0.152
0.161
0.170

thou (thousandths of
5.3
9.5
16.9 30.1
10.0 17.9 31.9
5.6
6.0
10.6 19.0 33.8
11.3 20.1 35.8
6.3
6.7
11.9 21.3 37.9
7.1
12.6 22.5 40.2
13.4 23.9 42.5
7.5
14.2 25.3 45.1
8.0
8.4
15.0 26.8 47.8
15.9 28.4 50.6
8.9
9.5
16.9 30.1 53.6
10.0 17.9 31.9 56.8
10.6 19.0 33.8 60.2
11.3 20.1 35.8 63.7
11.9 21.3 37.9 67.5

0.135
0.143
0.152
0.161
0.170
0.180
0.191
0.202
0.214
0.227
0.241
0.255
0.270
0.286
0.303

a n IIK :h)

53.6
56.8
60.2
63.7
67.5
71.5
75.8
80.3
85.1
90.1
95.5
101
107
114
120

95.5
101
107
114
1 20
127
135
143
152
161
170
180
191
202
214

170
180
191
202
214
227
241
255
270
286
303
321
340
361
382

mm (millimetres)
0.241 0.43 0.76 1.36
1.44
0.255 0.45 0.81
0.270 0.48 0.86 1.53
1.62
0.286 0.51 0.91
0.303 0.54 0.96 1.72
1.82
0.321 0.57 1.02
1.08
1.93
0.340 0.61
0.361 0.64 1.14 2.04
0.382 0.68 1.21 2.16
0.405 0.72 1.29 2.29
0.429" 0.76 1.36 2.43
0.454 0.81 1.44 2.57
0.481 0.86 1.53 2.72
1.62 2.88
0.510 0.91
0.540 0.96 1.72 3.06

2.43
2.57
2.72
2.88
3.06
3.24
3.43
3.63
3.85
4.08
4.32
4.58
4.85
5.14
5.45

4.32
4.58
4.85
5.14
5.45
5.77
6.11
6.48
6.86
7.27
7.70
8.16
8.64
9.16
9.70

NUMBER OF STEPS UP
for copper or silver-plated
copper wire winding on
Gut Iron B r a s s
Core
Equiv
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Wire Wire Wire
Core Core Core
88.8 58.7 56.6
75.8 45.7 43.5
67.7 37.6 35.5
61.7 31.6 29.5
56.7 26.6 24.5
52.5 22.4 20.3
48.7 18.6 16.5
45.2 15.2 13.2
42.0 12.1 10.0
39.0
9.2
7.1
6.4
4.4
36.2
33.5
3.9
1.9
1.4
-0.5
30.9
28.3 -0.9
-2.8
25.9 -3.1
-5.0
23.5 -5.2
-7.0
21.2 -7.2
-9.0
18.9 -9.1 -10.8
16.6 -11.0 -12.6
14.4 -12.7 -14.3
A negative number
means that it is steps
down, i.e. the wire
is thicker than the core
For winding with solid
silver, add 2.0 steps
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Jerome of Moravia and the Tractatus de musica
Jerome of Moravia was a member of the Dominican order working in Paris at the
height of the Ars Nova revolution, during the last quarter of the thirteenth century His
important Tractatus de musica dates form this time. It is essentially a practical
instruction manual intended for inexperienced ecclesiastics, especially other
Dominicans, in the arts of judging and performing chant. Its several chapters cover all
relevant aspects of that subject; theory, performance practice and composition. As a
cryptic and somewhat enigmatic afterthought, in the short final chapter, he refers to
three tunings for the vielle or medieval fiddle, perhaps with a view to sanctioning
some legitimate recreational musical activity amongst the more musically extrovert or
progressive members of the order.
However, it might be argued that these have perhaps given rise to some
misunderstandings as to the general nature of tuning practice for the vielle during the
thirteenth century and indeed over a wider period. As the only unquestionably
authoritative surviving record of tunings for this instrument from this time, Jerome's
Tractatus has inevitably acquired a heightened significance to scholars and students of
the medieval fiddle. This sweeping authority, understandably accorded to it, is
perhaps not fully justified in terms of its position of relative isolation, as the sole
surviving pronouncement on the subject of tuning the vielle during a virtual 300-year
period.
The impact of this tiny fragment of information may partly have been to obscure
recognition of the true nature of custom and practice regarding the matter of tuning
the vielle. The probability is that this was largely unregulated, and therefore highly
variable. This state of variability is all the more likely in view of the guild culture of
the time, based on informal codes of secrecy that profoundly affected the arts during
this period, leading to a tendency towards the mystification of craft practice.
The Tractatus itself was the product of a highly centralised pan-European, clerical
beaurocracy, which authorised the compilation, copying and circulation of required
texts on a considerable scale. The Tractatus is just such a compilation, based almost
entirely on standard treatises by Boethius, Guido and Franco of Cologne as well as
classical authors. Despite an undoubted efficiency, the scope for crucial error to arise
at any point in this extended process of manual reproduction cannot be overlooked.
Despite these qualifications, however, the document clearly retains a vital importance
to scholars and musicians alike.
The final section is devoted to tunings, one for a two-string rebec, and three for the
five-string vielle, summarised below:

0
Tuning No. 1: d (bourdon) Gg d'd'
This is for four strings plus a bourdon d. It would seem to be a simple drone tuning,
capable of little modification.
Tuning No.2: (no bourdon) d Gg d'g'
The particular importance of this tuning lies in the fact that as an open tuning for use
with a flat bridge, or near flat bridge, and all five strings on the fingerboard, most or
all of the strings would be sounding at once. To allow for individual stopping of
strings whilst playing braccio style would require either a very uneven distribution to
permit at least the upper two or three strings to be stopped individually, in a case
where the basses were crowded together to allow more space between the treble
strings, or it would require a width across the fingerboard that would be most
uncomfortable to hold for any length of time. There is of course a third option,
namely the systematic use of double stopping to achieve a kind of variable organum
effect. On purely circumstantial grounds alone, this would seem the best, and
therefore arguably the most probable solution. It is difficult therefore to resist the
conclusion that at least in conjunction with this tuning, left hand technique involved
the systematic use of double stopping.
A possible schema suggesting just a system is given in the example below, showing
both an ascending choral progression in staff notation, and a fingered interpretation of
the same in five-string tablature:
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It will be noticed that there are two points in the ascending scale, namely at the fifth
degree and the octave, where all open strings are used. Here, the inner ear of the
listener tends to select the pair of sounding strings bracketed together in the notated
example, suggested by the implied flow of the musical progression, as in this case of a
simple ascending sequence.

Tuning No.3: (no bourdon) GG d c V
This tuning is the hardest to understand. It either represents a specialised tuning for
use in conjunction with some lost harmonic practice, or it has been miscopied at some
point during a protracted process of re-transcription. Above all the leap of a Minor
seventh seems almost arbitrary in its abruptness and impracticality. However, one
way to approach it is to consider the proposition that a wide Pythagorean minor
seventh is the sum of two perfect fourths. This tuning, if correct, may have been
derived from one in which the median fourth had formerly been inserted, but later
removed, to serve some unknown practice. Such an earlier version would have
consisted, reading from the bass, of an ascending fifth followed by two fourths: GG d
g c. Experiment has shown that this is an excellent tuning that is both versatile and
resonant, as well as capable of great harmonic variation. In this context it could have
been used to produce a consistent organum effect in fourths against a drone fifth, a
possibility which would seem at least plausible. An even more radical suggestion
would be that Jerome's Tuning No.3 is in fact itself an incorrect rendition of this
version rather than a specialised evolution of it.
Beyond these suggestions, it is hard to envisage how the departure from any
conceivable harmonic or melodic practice represented by Tuning no.3 can have
arisen. The truth of the matter can never be known, but the conjectures above at the
very least offer the option of adding a highly versatile and appropriate tuning to the
list of those available for historic performance. It is worth remembering that at present
even among the most serious of medieval groups, tunings in open fifths of the type
recommended by Tinctoris two hundred years later for use on violas with curved
bridges are routinely used by even the most serious practitioners of the largely
hypothetical art of the medieval fiddle.
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Tuning and Stringing Medieval Fiddles
Historical perspective
The medieval fiddle was probably the most popular stringed instrument in Europe from when it
started to be bowed in the 11th century to the middle of the 15th century, when growth in popularity
of the lute overtook it. The loss of dominance then triggered many innovations that competed with
the original fiddles. One increased the height of the bridge so that when the top was curved, one
could play each of the strings individually (without the bow touching any other string), and thus it
could take a part in playing polyphonic music (as the lute was doing). Another innovation was to
extend the flat fingerboard to cover much of the body, using it as a soundboard on which a low flat
bridge could be placed (to play in the old style), while at the end of the fingerboard there was a step
down to a curved second soundboard on which could be placed a high curved-top bridge (to play in
the new style).
Another multipurpose instrument (called a 'vihuela'), invented then in Spain, was a combined lute
and old-style fiddle. It had 11 strings in 5-course lute tuning, tied to a standard low lute bridge glued
to the flat soundboard. Its body shape was that of an oval fiddle, but with a cut-out on each side at
the waist, and it was constructed of thin pieces of wood glued together, like a lute was. The bodies
and necks of previous fiddles were carved and scooped from a single solid piece of wood. Around
1500, two new families of instruments for playing part music were developed in Italy from the
vihuela: The viols (with 5 or 6 strings tuned in 4ths and a 3rd) included the original size as a treble,
double its size as a bass and intermediate sizes as an alto and tenor, and the Renaissance fiddles (with
3 or 4 strings tuned in 5ths) with the original size as bass, half the original size as treble and
intermediate sizes as an alto and tenor. After the Renaissance fiddles appeared, they mostly replaced
previous fiddles (two examples of late surviving medieval fiddles were found in Henry VIII's ship
the Mary Rose). The rebec continued as a soloistic fiddle.
So when we discuss the medieval fiddle, we need to distinguish between the low-bridged instruments
used from the 11th to early in the 16th century and the various modified versions used in the second
half of the 15th century. And with the earlier type, we should distinguish between those with bodies
not much wider than their bridges, such as the rebecs and gigues, where the end strings could be
bowed individually and more incisively, and which had a more shrill sound, and the others. We will
here be concerned only with the others.
Modern approaches to the medieval fiddle
Most modern musicians expect that the medieval fiddle was a single-line melodic instrument like a
violin. A 5-string fiddle is often chosen because that number of strings appears most in the pictures,
but 4-string fiddles are also popular. The tuning that appears obvious for a 5-string fiddle is that of a
combined violin and viola, c,g,d',a\e". If the fiddle has only 4 strings, the viola choice (with the
highest string omitted) is usually made. The low c is considered particularly useful since the lowest
part in the attractive polyphonic music (the tenor), that often moves very slowly compared to the
others in the music (and so appears to have a more instrumental character), can go that low. This
tuning is easily achieved using more modern strings, but is very unlikely when using the low- and
high-twist gut strings available in medieval times. Some other musicians opt for a tuning in
alternating 4ths and 5ths such as d,g,d',g',d" or d,a,d',a',d" on a 5-string fiddle, with either the
highest or lowest string omitted on a 4-string one. These tunings are possible with the strings
available then, but the evidence on medieval tunings does not include them. We have made many sets
of strings for customers using these popular modern tunings.
Historical reconstructions of military, craft or musical events are common and important in the
tourism and entertainment industries. The audience wants to believe that what is offered is
historically accurate, and would only be disappointed if presented with obvious anachronisms or
blatant incompetence in the performance. In these circumstances, perfonners need to know little more
about historical details than the average audience member, so delving deeply into the historical
evidence is not necessary. If questioned on the historical accuracy of details of what they are doing,
the standard response is that what is being offered is as accurate as can be managed practically, but
whatever the details, much care is taken to get the spirit historically right. At best, that spirit is an
interpretation of what the historical scholars have concluded, while at worst, it is an enactment of the
popular stereotypes of what it was.

IG
The problem with the performance of medieval music in general, and on the medieval fiddle in
particular, is that the musicologists have been considering that these are mysteries, with no clear
guidelines. They have been very involved with the early-music movement, and have been promoting
modern performance of the music they study. Because of their overwhelming expectation that
medieval music should sound attractively to early-music performers and audiences, they have been
ignoring first-class historical scholarship which indicates that some aspects of original performance
practices that do not conform with their expectations. Amongst these is the multiple-string bowing
style of playing medieval fiddles implied by the evidence presented in the book The Origins of
Bowing by Bachmann (1969). Early-music performers have gladly followed their lead, and have
done whatever they felt was most comfortable and attractive, not taking seriously any contrary
evidence.
Historical evidence
Around 1300, Jerome of Moravia described three tunings for 5-string fiddles. Transposed to near
modern pitch, they were 1: d'/g, g',d",d", 2: a,d ,d',a',d" and 3: a/a,e',d",d", with a slash (/) after a
'bourdon' (Jerome did not mention that the first a in the third tuning was a bourdon, but this was
added by his contemporary Pierre de Limoges, who owned the only complete surviving copy of the
treatise). A 'bourdon' was a string that went normally over the 'bass' end of the bridge, but on the
way to the side of the peg holder (where it went through a hole on its way to its peg), it went off to
the side of the neck. The pictures often show the protruding thumb of the fingering hand between the
bourdon and the neck. Options for what the thumb appears to have been doing were to ignore the
bourdon, stop it in mid-air to get a higher pitch, dampen its sound or pluck it. Many fiddles, like in
Jerome's 2nd 5-string tuning, most 4-string and almost all 3-string fiddles, didn't have a bourdon (so
all the strings went over the fingerboard).
A characteristic of all of Jerome's tunings is that some of the strings came in unison pairs (tunings 1
and 3) or octave pairs (tunings 1 and 2) or both. In 1497, at the other end of the medieval period,
Tinctoris wrote that the 5 strings were tuned 'unevenly in fifths and unisons'. He wrote that this
fiddle had a rounded bridge so that strings could be bowed individually. Even with this modern
feature, his evidence agrees with that of Jerome on the point that the modern expectation of an even
and 'logical' tuning has no historical support. Medieval fiddle tunings had their own 'logic' that is
different from ours.
We do not have evidence indicating what that logic was, so it is appropriate to explore the
possibilities. Reasons for having a unison pair of highest strings could have been: (a) the sound
enhancement of an added string produced the balance that was preferred, (b) such strings are most
likely to break, so a perfonnance needs not to be interrupted if one broke, (c) the slight difference in
tuning when both are fingered together was considered attractive, or (d) a choice between fingering
the two strings together or separately was musically useful. Reasons for the lowest string having an
octave companion could have been (a) the lowest string is the lowest in projection which is enhanced
when playing the octave string with it, (b) there was octave ambiguity so that the listener would hear
the pitch that was expected when both sounded, or (c) a choice between fingering the two strings
together or separately was musically useful.
Jerome wrote that tuning 1 was for 'all the modes', while tuning 2 was for music of particularly wide
range, mostly secular. He didn't mention what tuning 3 was for, but it appears to be one in which the
tune rarely left the top pair of strings, and since this tuning had the smallest total range, it had the
richest-sounding lowest strings. He gave no tunings for 3-string and 4-string fiddles.
Tinctoris gave a tuning for the 3-string fiddle, which was simply a tuning in two fifths. The only
historical evidence on the tuning of 4-string fiddles is a the occasional 15th century picture that shows
a string thickness sequence of thickest, thinner, somewhat thicker and thinnest, seeming to imply two
octave pairs a fifth apart. Other likely possibilities for these instruments would involve dropping
strings from Jerome's 5-string tunings.
If one wanted to explore the 5-string medieval fiddle in an historically informed way. it would seem
appropriate to start with Jerome's tuning 2. The pictures show that the body was usually much wider
than the strings where it was bowed, and the bridge height was considerably less than its width. This
severely limits the angle range over the strings of the bow. So whether the bridge top is curved or
flat, one would expect to almost always play more than one string at a time. There should be enough
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bowing angle range to choose whether or not to play the bourdon with the other strings. So that
tuning can be considered to be that of a two-string fiddle (treating pairs, either in unison or octaves,
as single strings) with the option of including (or not) the bourdon as a third drone string. The hurdy
gurdy was invented as a medieval fiddle that had mechanical devices for bowing and fingering, and
its original character of playing melody with drones has remained. Though this appears to be the
basic style of playing the medieval fiddle, the fingering seen in many pictures is fairly complex,
which implies that sometimes the pitches of the drones were changed by fingering.
There is some medieval evidence indicating that the number of hairs in a medieval bow was usually
considerably less than half that of a modern bow. The resulting lower bow tension suggests that the
string tension was also lower than on modern bowed instruments. Since the amount of sound output
of a bowed instrument depends largely on string tension and bridge height (which was also lower),
and is enhanced with the use of a soundpost and bass bar (which were Renaissance inventions), we
should expect the loudness of medieval fiddles to be considerably less than of modern bowed
instruments.
On a bowed instrument, when a melody moves from string to string, for smoothness, we would
expect the tension not to change very much from string to string. It is likely that unison pairs had the
same tension. Guidance on the relative tensions of octave pairs can be gleaned from what musicians
have found satisfactory on related instruments which have these octave pairs, which are the hurdy
gurdies with octave chanterelles and the Welsh crwth. In these cases, the low octave string has a
tension of about 60% of the tension of the high-octave string. On the hurdy gurdy, where the drones
are played continuously, they have about 40% of the tension of the (high octave) melody strings. On
the crwth, where the drones are played only when required, they have about 20% more tension than
the melody strings. These relative tensions are probably rather arbitrary, depending on the relative
resonances due to instalment design as well as individual taste concerning attractive balance.
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The anomalous size of the pardessus de viole
Before the adoption of metal wound bass strings, the various original sizes of viols can usually be
understood from the sizes of the instruments from which they developed (such as their original 15th
century vihuela ancestor), or from how they were used (including their pitch names and pitch level or
standard). The introduction of metal wound bass strings (which the pardessus de viole used)
usually allowed either lower pitches without size change or smaller instruments without pitch change.
What is very odd about the pardessus de viole is that, though its tuning is right for a viol one size
smaller than the treble or dessus (an octave above the tenor or taille), the actual size of the vast
majority of surviving examples is larger than it would be if it played as a members of a set of viols.
In French sets of viols, played before wound strings were used, the string stops of the bass, tenor,
alto and treble were over 80 cm (basse), 60 cm (taille), 45 cm (haute-contre) and 40 cm (dessus).
The top strings were tuned respectively to d', g', c" and d" . As in England, solo bass viols had
string stops between between those of the basse and taille of a sets. The 17th century French pitch
standard was between two or three semitones below modern (ca. a' = 375 Hz). The pardessus de
viole, with a top string at g", would fit into the set if its string stop was about 30 cm, but it was about
33 cm, over a fret-length
longer.
';r
l

According to Herzog's comprehensive article on the instrument (Early Music, Feb. 2000, pp.8-31),
the first mention of a pardessus de viole dates from 1699, in an inventory of the violist Jean
Rousseau (1644-99)'. His 1687 book on the viol did not mention it. It is not clear whether this
instrument had the new tuning with a top g", and I suggest that the term could have referred initially
to a new much smaller type of soloistic dessus viol (using a wound 6th and perhaps played with
some diatonic fingering) that could more easily play the popular readily-available repertoire written to
he played primarily on violin, and at higher pitches than usual for viols. That repertoire was often
played at the pitch of the superior French wind instruments recently developed, which at a semitone
higher, which would make the first string of the usual dessus break more often than players were
used to. This small dessus, with a 33 cm string stop, could also tune up to the pitch standard a tone
higher than that wind-instrument pitch, one that was popular in Paris throughout the 18th century. '
A viol, supported by the player's legs, does not have the problem with playing in higher positions
that a violin has, which was then supported mostly by the hand that was also used for fingering. So a
competent dessus viol player should have no more difficulty in fingering a tone higher on the d"
string than a violinist would on the e" string. But a less accomplished viol player, uncomfortable
with playing in higher positions, would prefer to play that popular violin-orientated repertoire with a
higher top string. My suggestion is that such players used the 33 cm dessus tuned as high as it could
go with acceptable 1st string breakage rate, (which was about a semitone above the Paris pitch), tuned
the 4th string down a semitone, and assumed that the string's pitches were g ,c',e',a',d",g".
The
retuning of the 4th string was to make the tuning appear like a dessus without its 6th, but with an
added higher 1st. This would result in their playing at a pitch standard a semitone below the usual
17th century French standard. This low pitch was mentioned by Muffat as the French opera pitch
and by Quantz as the 'very low French chamber pitch'. Eventually, the name pardessus became
associated with tuning at this higher nominal pitch at the lower pitch standard, and the name dessus
retained for timing at the original lower nominal pitch at a higher pitch standard, both names applying
to the same instrument.
This suggestion (technically 'this theory') makes sense of the statement of Sarrau de Boynet (1738)
'Mon instrument est un dessus de violle monte en pardessus...' quoted by Herzog. He probably
tuned it as a dessus (with a top d") at the popular chamber pitch of the wind instruments, and tuned it
up to a pardessus (with a top g ") at the very low chamber pitch. If the strings were not changed, as a
pardessus, the string tension would be 50% greater than as a dessus. The higher tension, rather
more like that of a violin, results in a more violin-like sound volume. This led to the further step
towards the violin of the development by 1730 of the 5-string pardessus and/or quinton with the
tuning g ,d',a',d",g" (with fifths in the bass), often having some violinistic aspects of design.
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Review: 'The ageing process' by Roman Martinez Gayol,
The Strad Vol 112 No 1335 (July 2001), pp.754-61.
The theory presented in this paper assumes that old wood is more 'crystalline' than new wood, so new
wood can be improved by increasing its 'crystallinity'. The concept that old wood is more
'crystalline' than new wood is at least a half century old, and derives from the rings (or arcs) that
appear in the x-ray diffraction diagrams, which are radially broader for new wood than old. In
general, x-ray diffraction rings (or arcs if there is some consistency in crystalline orientation) are
broadened radially either by disorder in the packing of the molecules within in each crystal or by small
sizes of the crystals. 'Crystallinity' is a somewhat vague term encompassing either or both of these
properties. Electron microscopy shows that the cellulose exists as hanks of individual cellulose
microfibrils with diameters of between about 10 to 50 individual molecular diameters across. The arc
broadening seems to be more than that which would just result from a random distibution amongst
these diameters, and so it probably includes some disorder in the packing of cellulose molecules within
each microfibril.
When the wood is growing, we would expect that the cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin are produced
simultaneously, with the cellulose self-assembling (as is usual in biology) into the microfibrils,
completely pushing out the chemically dissimilar lignin molecules, and almost completely pushing out
the hemicellulose molecules that are more similar chemically but, because of their branched chain
structure with much shorter chains, fit poorly into the structure. The hemicellulose and lignin
molecules are mutually soluble in an irregular structure, and they fill the spaces between microfibrils.
The hemicellulose molecules probably are concentrated on or near the surface of the microfibrils, with
many molecular chains parallel to the cellulose molecules beneath. To the extent that the hemicellulose
molecules near the surface are parallel to the cellulose molecules, they contribute intensity to the
diffraction arcs, but since they are more disordered than the cellulose, their contribution is broad.
Thus the degradation of hemicellulose with age should affect the diffraction diagram by removing
some of the broadness, making the wood seem to become more 'crystalline'.
This has been my interpretation of the x-ray diagram of aged wood. It is consistent with cellulose
being the most stable of the components, and hemicellulose being the least stable. But the data
included in Table 1 of this paper (referenced to 'Wood Structure and Composition' ed Lewin (1977))
is not consistent with this. It compares the % composition of cellulose, hemicellulose and
lignin/extractives of 3 and 150 year old maple, and of 1 and 100 year old spruce. Wood loses dry
weight with age, and we would expect the % composition of the most stable component (cellulose) to
increase with age because of loss of less stable components. But in this Table, the cellulose content of
maple drops from 54% to 51 % on ageing! I suspect that there was sampling error here, like with like
not being compared, and not enough samples measured to be statistically significant (I will have to
check out the reference). The spruce data makes more sense in terms of my understanding of the
situation, with the cellulose content increasing from 50% to 54% (after the water content is calculated
away). Assuming no loss of cellulose, the other values imply a 7.5% loss in the content of both the
hemicellulose and the lignin/extractives components.
The stated objectives of the author are 1) increasing the amount of crystalline cellulose by 'ossification
of amorphous or non-crystalline zones', 2) 'acceleration of volatilisation of extractables', 3) chemical
tinkering with the crystalline cellulose to 'improve its vibration capacity' and 4) chemical modification
of the lignin. I doubt whether 1) and 3) are possible, or whether 2) and 4), though easy, would make
any significant difference in vibration properties.
The only indication of the author's process is an example (stated to be given in a patent application), in
which, at mildly raised temperature (36 degrees C.) and pressure (950 mm Hg or 1.3 atmospheres),
the wood is treated for 8 hours with an emulsion of organic compounds including an aniionic surface
active agent and a catalyst, vacuum dried and rehydrated. Possible alterations in the method staled can
be by varying temperature, pressure and time, and by using a different catalysts for different types of
wood. The method can be applied to unvarnished finished instruments as well as to the original
wood.

0-0
In the text, it is claimed that the process alters the wood'a elastic properties. This is inconsistent with
the later statement that the 'physical characteristics of the wood remain unaltered after treatment',
unless physical properties measured statically and dynamically are treated differently in Spanish. And
then the quoted report on his samples by Professor A. Moreno of the Acoustic Institute CSIC, Madrid,
says that the 'treated woods have changed their elastic properties very significantly'. The only
evidence that this could based on that is reported is acoustic spectra from one untreated and one treated
sample of maple, and the same of spruce. There are clear differences between these spectra, but they
are not what would be expected from samples identical except for a relatively small difference of some
elastic properties measured in an identical way. It is impossible to interpret these spectra without
knowing a lot more about the samples and the methods of excitement and measurement.
Table 2 presents a variety of different measurements on two samples each of untreated and treated
spruce, and the same of maple. One of the properties measured is Module of elasticity versus flexion,
Kpa', where in both spruce and maple, the treatment increases the result in one sample and decreases it
in the other. This is typical, and is supposed to illustrate that the physical properties are unaltered by
the treatment. The only properties that give a consistent direction of change after treatment for both
samples of both woods are a decrease in the 'Monnin index of hardness' and an increase in the
density. In the four samples, the increase of density varies from 0.9 to 4.6%.
Very often, we think we know what we want to accomplish, we do what we think will do it, and then
we are able to convince ourselves (and then sometimes try to convince others) that we've
accomplished it. though we don't have competent objective measurements to show that this is likely.
This seems to be the case with this author's attempt to increase the 'crystallinity' of violin wood to
improve' its properties.
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Mathew Dart

A Timeline of Eighteenth-Century Bassoon Makers
I thought it might be useful to lay out the dates of the makers I was particularly interested in on a
timeline, along with some of the key composers, to give a visual comparison of their periods of
activity.
I have entered their dates of birth and death (where known) and shaded their "active period".
There has had to be some compression of information to keep things clear, and readers may wish
to add details to their own copy, also to colour every second pair of lines to make reading easier.
I am, of course, entirely in the debt of William Waterhouse - all the dates come from:
William Waterhouse, The New Langwill Index (Tony Bingham, London, 1993). Also essential
was: Philip T. Young, 4900 Historical Woodwind Instruments (Tony Bingham, London, 1993).

TIMELINE of BASSOON MAKERS

With some Composers
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RAMEAU
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D
D
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All maker information taken from W Waterhouse; "The New Langwill Index", transcription errors the responsibility of chart compiler.
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Alice Margerum

Early ud fretting systems described by RI-KindT
Rbu Vusuf Va'qub ibn I shaq al-KindT (circa 790-874 A.D.) was a
prolific writer on a variety of scientific subjects. RI-KindT
is credited as being one of the earliest important theorists
of Islamic culture. The growth in secular scholarship and
familiarity with Greek theoretical works formed the foundation
for the writings of al-KindT, known as the "philosopher of the
Arabs". While resident at the 'Rbbasid court at Baghdad, alKindT would have come into contact with scholars translating
ancient Greek scholarly texts at the Bait al-hikma (House of
Wisdom). RI-KindT is credited, through his writings, as
marking the rise of Muslim scholasticism. His treatises show
the influence of Aristotelian, Neo-Platonic and Pythagorean
traditions. Among his other works, copies of five of his
thirteen treatises concerning music are known to have
survived.
Fretting systems are described in two of these surviving

texts. Although several copies of R/sa/a

fi 'f-Iuhun

wa '/-nagham

1

(Treatise on the Melodies and the Notes) , have survived, the
more commonly described fretting pattern of al-KindT, is that
implied by the single incomplete manuscript of R/sa/a
fi
khubr

ta'/if

a I'a than (Treatise concerning the knowledge on

composition of melodies)'.
Some of the information contained in R/sa/a
fi'/-/uhun
u/a'lnagham (Treatise on the Melodies and the Notes) reappears in
the work of other writers, such as the names of the strings
(Bamrrij Math lath, Matna, ZTr) and the names of the frets
(although their positions, as desribed here are not repeated
in surviving manuscripts by any other medieval Arabic
theorist). As this text is rarely cited, and some of the
information is unique, the relevant sections are included here
below. The explicit description of tying the frets also makes
this manuscript a convenient starting point as there is no
doubt that frets are described, not merely indications of
fingering positions.
1

The analysis of this text is primarily based on the German language
translation provided by Neubauer, E.(1993) "Der Bau der Laute und ihre
Besaitung nach Arabischen, Persichen und TUrkischen Quellen des 9 bis
15.Jahrhunderts" Zeitschrift
fur Geschichte
der
Arabisch-Islamischen
Wissenschaften,
Institut fur Geschichte der Arabish-Islamischen
Wissenschaften and der Johann Wolfgang Goethe-Universitat
2
The translated text for this treatise is taken from: Cowl, Carl (1966)
"The Risala fT Hubr ToT'Iif Rl-'fllhon of Ja'qub ibn I shaq al-KindT" The
Consort:
Annual of the Journal
of the Dolmetsch
Foundation,
No 23, 1966
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Text 1:
Risdla
fi ' /-1uhun
wa ' / -nagham
(Treatise on the Melodies
and the Notes) Chapter 1, section headed "qismat ad-dasdtTn"
(The disposition of the frets3)
Quoted from the text:
The disposition of the frets (qismat ad-dasatTn): the first
fret, which the [ancient] learned ones called the "key"
(miftah) is the one nearest the nut (anf, literally
"nose"). Upon it falls the index finger (sabbaba). It is
the same on all the strings and is played, obviously, by
the index finger. Its arrangement (tarkTb) [comprises]
three finger breadths of the 30.fingers of the string
length...There, where the three fingers end would be the
place where a piece of the bamm string [ie. the deepest
string] would be looped twice [around the neck] and
securely knotted (ribatan sadTdan) on the back side of the
neck, so that through the strength [of the knots] by which
it is restrained [the fret] will hold its place. Then from
this fret, in the direction of the bridge (must) [a span
of] two finger breadths is measured and there a piece of a
mat I at string [the second deepest string] is tied after
the manner of the first fret. That is then the middle
finger fret (dastan a I wusta). [This also lies] [in the
same place] to all the strings. Then, in the direction of
the bridge, one finger breadth would be measured and there
is fastened a fret from the remainder of a matna string,
following the rules of the previous two frets. Then there
would be measured [a span of] one and a half fingers and at
that place would be fixed a fret {made} from a zlr string
[the highest] following the example of the previous frets."
RI-KindT goes on to "elucidate and clarify4" the basis for
these fret divisions. He states that there is nothing about
the 'ud which does not have a philosophical cause, either
geometric, arithmetical or astronomical and that the placement
of the frets is arithmetical. The frets are placed at
positions which correspond with the ratios of 1/10, 1/6, 1/5,
and 1/4 of the total string length. RI-KindT describes the
first fret position as one tone. At one tenth of the string
length this would by equal to a small Major second in Just
freely translated from Neubauer's German language translation of "Die
Einteilung der Bunde" see Neubauer (1993) pp 336-7. Note that the words
enclosed by () indicate Arabic words included in Neubauer's text, which are
shown in that same manner. The [] indicate additions by Neubauer. The {}
indicate my own addition, where the more literal translation was clear but
awkwardly phrased.
4
"erlautern und erklare" Neubauer (1993) p 337

Z4
intonation. RI-KindT's explanation for the reason that there is
no fret position at 1/9, 1/8 or 1/7 is somewhat curious. RIKindT states that since the string length is thirty finger
breadths ( ' asabi) and as thirty is not evenly divisible by 9, 8
or 7, there can be no note produced at these points. This
reasoning does not hold for the fourth-finger fret, however,
which would require division of thirty by four.
While appearing at first that this manuscript includes a
description of how to set up a lute for playing (including how
to tie frets, and place them according to a unique fretting
system and instructions for stringing) some of these
instructions do not agree. Neubauer (1993) doubts the validity
of using the off-cuts from the strings to tie around the neck
as frets, given that the relative thicknesses of the strings
are stated to be in a ratio of 4:3:2:1. More serious concerns
are raised when the Chapter 1 fretting system is compared with
the system for tuning and checking the tuning, by use of the
frets, as described in Chapter 2 (see following section for
full details). While it might be that a different method of
tuning was intended to be used for this pattern of fretting,
none is provided. If accepting the tuning in fourths as
described in Chapter 2, (using the fourth-finger fret to tune
the next, higher, string) inconsistencies arise across the
four strings (see fretboard chart l5 and table 1). Notes which
should sound an octave apart, vary by 21.51 cents (a syntonic
comma) While it might be possible that the lower and upper
octave were different in the quality of their intervals, alKindT expressly refutes this. In his description of which
fretted notes should correspond in character, the disagreeing
intervals (shown in Table 1) are those specifically listed as
being alike in character.
When analysed in relation to the other tunings listed by AlKindi, in Chapter 2 of this manuscript, internal
inconsistencies continue to arise. None of the tunings as
described in the following chapter of this manuscript seem to
fit with this fretting scheme. Since in the alternate tunings
only the Bamm is retuned. The conflict of values between the'
first fret of the math lath and the third fret of the 2Tr
persists, or, if these are brought into agreement then the
open string of the z~r can not agree with the fourth fret of
the matna.

Please note that the choice of c as the pitch for the open lowest string
is essentially arbitrary. It is intended for reference purposes only.
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Table 1
Comparison of cents values for fret positions
if open strings are tuned in fourths from 4th fret

openstrtiQ

Cffinffints

1st

fret

Bcmr,

0

182.4

=matha 1st
Math lath

498.04
=zTr

Matria

1st

2nd fret

3rd fret

4th fret

315.64

386.31

498.04

884.35

996.08

=matna 4 t h
680.44
=z~r

3rd

813.68
=z~r 4 t h

996.09

1178.49

111.73

182.4

294.13

(if tuned from Barrm)

315.64

498.04

631.28

(if tuned from Mqtna)

294.13

476.53

609.77

701.95
680.44

813.68
792.17

T\r

Farmer (1932) 6 suggests that the 'ud tuning in common use
before the tuning in fourths became standard was C-D-G-A.
Table

2

Comparison of cents values for fret positions
if open strings are tuned to Farmer's earlier tuning
open string

open cents

1 st fret

2nd fret

3rd fret

4th fret

Bamm

0

182.4

315.64

386.31

498.04

Matna

182.4

364.8

498.04

568.71

680.44

680.44
701.96

862.84
884.36

996.08
1017.6

1066.75
1088.27

1178.48
1200

(iftiredfrom Mqthlath)862.84

1045.24

1178.48

51.15

160.88

(toagreewith Bcmn)

1066.76

1200

70.67

Math lath
(if tired from Mqtna)
(to agree with Bamm)
ZTr
884.36

182.4

From the inconsistencies shown above, i t would appear that
this tuning is also not suitable to t h i s fretting scheme
unless the upper and lower octaves do not agree. RI-KindT
states, however, that the upper and lower octaves should be
in agreement.
6

Farmer, H.G. (1932) "An Old Moorish L u t e T u t o r " Journal

Asiatic

Society

of Great Britain

and Ireland

p 26

of the

Royal

ZG
If the math lath were tuned by stopping the fourth-finger fret
and raising or lowering the pitch obtained at that fret, so
that it were a consonant octave above the open bamm, a
partially chromatic octave could result. It is also possible
that, if this tuning were intended, that some of the frets
might not have been used (such as the fourth-finger Matna G? at
680.44) .
Some aspects of this fretting are reminiscent of Didymus's
diatonic division of the monochord, including the seemingly
unusual 680.44 value for G (ratio of 40/27). Didymus's scale
would be equivalent to:
C-D
- E - F - G
-A
- b - c
0 - 182 - 386 - 498 - 680 - 884 - 1088 - 1200

Given the fret positions shown above, none of the tunings
would yield only Didymus' values. The just intonation first
fret creates cents values which are too low by a syntonic
comma (21.51 cents), if the open string is tuned to a fretted
note on the string above it1 .
It would be possible to build a coherent scale based on these
fret divisions which has agreement between the upper and lower
octave. (These tunings are purely speculative. There is no
evidence of their usage.) While it is possible that this
fretting system described by al-Kindi was purely theoretical,
it is possible. If the open strings were tuned to c, g, c',g'
the frets would yield an internally consistent scale c, d, e
flat, e, f, g, a, b flat, b, c and cover two full octave. By
tuning the open strings to c, e flat, g, c' or c, e, g, c'.
The compass would be diminished but the scales would include
more chromatic notes. The scale including an open e flat would
include an additional g flat and a flat. The scale using an
open e string would include f sharp and g sharp and would not
contain the note a flat. All of these speculative scales are
irregular, mixed with some just intonation intervals, some
Pythagorean and some other.
In the section on the arithmetical basis for the 'ud, at the
end of the section concerning the frets8, RI-KindT mentions
that the neck body joint is placed at 1/3 of the string
length. It is not made clear in this text whether any of the
strings were ever stopped at this point9 . If this point were
to have been used it would add a tone to the compass of the
instrument.
except on the Bamm string
Neubauer (1993)p 338
In Risa/a
fi khubr to ' If a I'a than (Treatise concerning the knowledge on
composition of melodies) it appears that the highest string is stopped at
this point, see Cowl (1966)

8

I
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It is usually assumed by modern scholars that when RI-KindT
refers to "the learned ones" he is indicating ancient Greek
scholars. This scale does show the possibility of such
influence. The use of superparticular ratios (such as the 5:4
Major 3rd = 386 cents) was advocated by Didymus and Archytas
who disapproved of the Pythagorean alternatives (81:64 Major
3rd = 408 cents). Aspects of this scale, depending on the
tuning of the open strings, correspond to Ptolemy's diatonic
synton (2nd century A.D.), which again favoured
superparticular ratios. Works attributed to these authors were
known to have been translated into Arabic by the time of RIKindT10. It is also possible that this fretting scheme has a
different origin. Neubauer (1993) suggests that the scale
might reflect a Byzantine or pre-Islamic scale system. It
might represent a variant scale type used in contemporary
practice or, on the other hand, be purely theoretical.
Risala f i ' l-luhun uia ' l-nagham (Treatise on the Melodies and
the Notes) Chapter 2 "Regarding the Strings and The Notes"
In the second chapter of R/sa/a
f/'/-/uhun
wa'l-nagham,
alKindT provides instructions on how to string and tune the 'ud.
As mentioned previously, the tunings which he lists, do not
suit the fretting pattern described in his Chapter 1.
The tuning is begun with the lowest string, which is put on
first. When that is tuned to "the note at the beginning of the
larynx11 " or the lowest possible clear sounding pitch, then
the math lath string is put on the instrument. The little finger
is then placed firmly on the bamm string just behind the
fourth-finger fret, so that it will produce a clear note. Then
using the thumb and forefinger, the open math lath string and
fretted bamm string should be plucked together. The tuning of
the math lath string should adjusted so that, when it is struck
simultaneously with the fretted bamm, they produce "one note".
The same procedure is applied to the tuning of the open matna
to the little-finger fret of the math lath and the open z'r to
the little-finger fret of the matna.
It is in the description of which notes should agree that alKindT reveals that he is not speaking here of the fretting
system described in Chapter 1. In explaining the arrangement
10

Farmer, H.G. (1929, rl973) A History
of Arabian Music to the
Xlllth
Century p 126
11
This is often taken to indictae tenor G, which is the reference pitch
used by several modern authours when discussing medieval 'ud fretting, see
Neubauer (1993) p 341, just to confuse the matter I am using the other
popular reference pitch of c as my starting pitch

n
of the tuning he states12 :
"... one places the index finger at its place on the matna
string and strikes this together with the open bamm string
with a single movement, the two tones are the same, not in
depth (gilaz) and height (diqqa) but rather in their
melodic quality (tangim) and in their [consonant]
relationship (munasaba) to one another. The index finger is
placed on the zTr string and [this] is struck together with
the open mathlath string, likewise both tones must be alike
as with the matna and bamm strings. The same holds for the
little finger on the matna and the middle finger on the
bamm, the ring ringer on the z'r string and the index
finger on the mathlath string and the little finger on the
zTr string and the middle finger on the mathlath string."
Given the description of consonant octaves provided, in
conjunction with the tuni ng in fourths (from the fourth-finger
fret) the mostly likely s ystem of tuning which can fit this
fretting system, and was known to be used at the time would be
Pythagorean tuning.13 Thi s can be deduced from the fact that
the distance of first-fin ger fret to the third-finger fret
must be the same as that from the second-finger fret to the
fourth-finger fret. In th e case of Pythagorean tuning both of
these spans would both be equal to 203.91 cents (a whole
tone). The disposition of the frets in Pythagorean tuning
would be (and see fretboa rd chart 2 ) :
open

-

\

first
/

\

- second -

third

/

I

\

203.91

90.22

|

113.69 | 90.22

tone

limma

I apotomeI

•203.91-

/

-

I \

fourth
/

limma

I
•203.91-

In addition to t h i s p r i n c i p l e tuning, al-KindT l i s t s three
a l t e r n a t e tunings. He s t a t e s that 'ud players have numerous
tunings for t h e i r instruments. The a l t e r a t i o n of the tuning
serves to enhance c e r t a i n notes. I t i s usually, al-KindT
maintains, the bamm s t r i n g which i s retuned. One a l t e r n a t i v e is
to tune the bamm a full tone lower, so that i t p a r a l l e l s the
matna an octave lower. This tuning would lose only one note (e
u
13

f r e e l y t r a n s l a t e d from Neubauer (1993) p 341
equal temperament i s also p o s s i b l e . As Pythagorean Tuning seems to be the
b a s i s for most medieval f r e t t i n g p a t t e r n , I w i l l assume Pythagorean in t h i s
case.
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natural) which does not have a p a r a l l e l in the upper octave.
The available scale would be equivalent t o :
b flat - c
996
- 0

- d flat - d - 91 - 204 -

e flat
294

-

f g - a flat - a - b flat
498 - 702 - 792 - 906 - 996

all of which, up to a flat,
repeat in the higher octave, where
there is an additional note (g flat).
The compass is also
increased by a whole tone. If the zi-r string were to be
stopped at the neck body joint (stated in this text as 1/3 of
the string length), this would expand the compass to two fully
repeating octaves.
Another stated option is to tune the bamm a tone higher than
the principle tuning, so that the open string is an octave
below the third-finger fret of the matna. The resultant scale
would be equivalent to:
d
- (e) - f - f sharp - g - a flat - a - b flat - c - d flat - d - (e flat)
204 - (407) - 498 - 612 - 702 - 792 - 906 - 996 - 1200 - 91 - 204 - 294.

This tuning loses the e flat
in the lower octave but restores
the lower e natural.
There is an additional note (f sharp)
which appears only in the lower octave. This also narrows the
compass since the lower c is lost and the highest note remains
the same (a
flat).
The final suggested alteration is tuning the bamm a minor
third higher, so that the open string is an octave below the
ring finger fret of the matna. This in practice parallels the
notes of the sir an octave lower. Again the compass is
narrowed. The resultant scale would be equivalent to:
e flat - f - g flat - g - a flat - a - b flat - c - d flat - d - e flat
294 - 498 - 588 - 702 - 792 - 906 - 996 - 1200 - 90 - 204 - 294

The only advantage of this scale seems to be that is achieves
a g flat in the lower octave, which is not available in any of
the other suggested tunings.
RI-KindT admits that each of these tunings has drawbacks and
states that 'ud players, although they may use these other
tunings for effect, always return to the principle tuning in
fourths.
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Text 2:
Ri sella f i khubr ta ' I i f a I 'alhan
knowledge on composition of melodies)14

(Treatise concerning the

This is the text which most modern scholars quote when
referring to the fretting system described by RI-KindT. A
single copy has survived (London, British Library Or. 2361)
but it is unfortunately incomplete. The narrative begins in
the middle of a sentence concerning the relation of notes
produced by use of the frets. From the example of other
treatises, it seems that the missing material at the beginning
might have contained further more explicit material about the
stringing tuning and fretting of the 'ud. The discourse that
remains deals primarily with the relation of notes, modal
structures and which notes are used and not used. The fret
positions/notes are assigned arbitrary consecutive names.
These are represented here by the medieval alphabetic
equivalents to the Arabic characters used in the original15.
Sequentially, they would b e R B G D H U H T
I K L . Since the
alphabetic designations are sequential (starting on the open
note of the lowest string, then moving through the frets on
that string, then on to the next open string and so on), it is
possible to deduce from the octave consonances what the
placement of the frets might be.
Because no specific number of frets is described, and some
finger positions are not used, modern scholars have differing
interpretations of the exact number of frets described. Farmer
(1939)16 and Manik (1969) 17 include 2 anterior frets in their
interpretations of the text. Cowl (1966) recognises the
disparity between the consonant positions of the anterior
notes but, in his diagram, does not indicate frets at these
positions. Sawa (1989)16 seems to ignore the anterior
positions as he draws no distinction between this system and
the diatonic four fret Pythagorean system described by
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Foundation,
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p 132

Farmer, H.G. (1939)"Was the Arabian and Persian Lute Fretted" pp 62-68
Studies
in Oriental
Musical Instruments,
Glasgow: Civic Press, second
series,
17
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a I MunaJ j im 19 ,

From t h e b e g i n n i n g of t h e t e x t 2 0 a s i t

survives:

" ( 1 , 1 ) . . . and from K t o A i s a whole and an e i g h t of a
whole [ 9 . 8 ] . We have a l r e a d y s t a t e d 2 1 t h a t t h e d i f f e r e n c e
between a f i f t h and a f o u r t h i s a whole and an e i g h t of a
whole [ 3 : 2 + 4 : 3 = 9 : 8 ] . Hence, t h e n o t e W, which i s t h e
open M a t h l a t h s t r i n g i s t o t h e f i r s t s t o p on t h e Mathna t h e
i n t e r v a l of a f i f t h . And t h e o c t a v e i s made up of t h e
f o u r t h and t h e f i f t h . Hence, t h e i n t e r v a l between t h e A of
t h e Bamm t o A of t h e Mathna i s an o c t a v e . And so t h e
r e l a t i o n s h i p of t h e of A of t h e Bamm t o A of t h e Mathna i s
t h e r a t i o 2 : 1 . As c l a r i f i e d p r e v i o u s l y 2 2 , t h e A of t h e
Mathna i s n e c e s s a r i l y of t h e same q u a l i t y as t h e A of t h e
Bamm.
(1,2) A c c o r d i n g l y , e a c h t o n e i n s u c c e s s i o n r e s e m b l e s t h e
n e x t one d e s c r i b e d , i n q u a l i t y . Thus, t h e B of t h e Mathna
a c c o r d s w i t h t h e B of t h e Bamm. I t h a s a l r e a d y been
e x p l a i n e d 2 3 how t h e B of t h e Bamm i s a c h i e v e d on t h e f r e t s .
In t h e same way, G of t h e Mathna r e s e m b l e s G of t h e Bamm,
and D of t h e Mathna r e s e m b l e s D of t h e Bamm a s w e l l a s D
of t h e ZTr. L i k e w i s e , W of t h e ZTr i s l i k e t h e W of t h e
M a t h l a t h , and Z of t h e ZTr i s l i k e t h e Z24 of t h e M a t h l a t h ,
and t h e H of t h e ZTr i s l i k e t h e H of t h e M a t h l a t h , and
t h e T of t h e ZTr i s l i k e t h e T of t h e M a t h l a t h a s w e l l a s
t h e T of t h e lower ZTr2' , and I of t h e lower ZTr i s l i k e I
of t h e M a t h l a t h , and K of t h e lower ZTr i s l i k e K of t h e
M a t h l a t h a s w e l l a s K of t h e Mathna, and L of t h e l o w e r
ZTr i s l i k e t h e u n u s e d L of t h e Mathna, and A of t h e lower
ZTr i s l i k e A of t h e Mathna and B of t h e lower ZTr i s l i k e
B of t h e Mathna and G of t h e lower ZTr i s l i k e G of t h e

A l-Munnaj j im's Risa/ah fT al-Musiq~i, supposedly based upon the e a r l i e r
teachings and theory of I shaq a I -Maujs i I i see Wright, Owen. (1966) "Ibn a l Mujajjim and e a r l y Arabian Modes" Galpin Society Journal, Vol. XIX, 1966
Cowl (1966) pp 141-2 m a t e r i a l in square b r a c k e t s [] are i n s e r t i o n s by
Cowl, m a t e r i a l in p a r e n t h e s i s () i s m a t e r i a l included by Cowl but
o r i g i n a l l y i n s e r t e d by Lachmann & el-Hefni (1931). I have not included
Cowl's nominal p i t c h e s as they might prove confusing.
r e f e r s to s e c t i o n missing
22
r e f e r s to s e c t i o n missing
23
r e f e r s to s e c t i o n missing
21
Lachmann & el-Hefni (1931) consider t h i s one of the unused n o t e s . In t h i s
copy, I have l e f t out any t r a n s l a t o r s comments about which notes are used
and which are not, as they a r e s p e c u l a t i v e and might influence the reading
of the t e x t .
5
ZTr thanT "Lower" in r e f e r e n c e to the ground when in playing p o s i t i o n ,
higher in p i t c h .
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Mathna for reasons conclusively adduced before.

-•m

The proceeding text can be summarised as below:
ZIP
r a t i o 3r e l a t i o n s h i p
K to R =
U to f i p s t

Bamm

Mathlath

Mathna

Zip

_thanl

9:8 (unspec i f i ed)
U

stop mathna = 3 2

U*3:2

R to R = 2:1

R

fi*2:1

B to B = 2:1

B

B*2:1

G to G = 2:1

G

G*2:1

D

D*2:1

D to D t o D == 2 : 1

(2*2:1)

D*2*2:1

U to U = 2:1

U

U*2:1

Z to Z = 2:1

Z

Z*2:1

H t o H = 2:1

H

H*2:1

T t o T = 2:1

T

T*2:1

1 to 1 = 2:1

I

K to K to K •= 2 : 1

T*2*2:1
i

(2*2:1)

K

1*2:1
K*2:1

L*2:1

to L = 2:1

L

R to R = 2:1

R

R*2:1

B to B = 2:1

B

B*2:1

G to G = 2:1

G

G*2:1

L

(unused)

K*2:1

The phrase "the note W, which is the open Mathlath string is
to the first stop on the Mathna the interval of a fifth" is
very intriguing. This would indicate that the "first stop" on
that fret is the first-finger fret (sabbaba) and not an
anterior fret. All of the notes which would occur on an
anterior frets are , however, used in the tuning. As mentioned
previously, there seems to be some disagreement among modern
scholars as to the number of anterior frets suggested in this
text. Some argue one, as there are only named positions for
one. Others suggest two, which do not have names assigned
placements across all of the strings. In order to satisfy the
octave consonances, there would need to be two anterior frets:
one at 90 cents to produce a consonant Bamm B, Mathlath Z and
Mathna L, and another anterior fret at 114 cents to produce
the consonant ZTr H and ZTr than! I . The anterior fret on the
Mathna (L), is the one specified "unused" interval. This,
perhaps, indicates that although there is fret position it is
not used on at least one of the strings.
After further explanation regarding the arithmetic relation
between the notes, the text continues:
11,1) Regarding the notes, let us now turn to the what we
refers to section missing
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mentioned before27 but had not explained at that point. We
had stated that the positions of the notes of all the
fourths26 are the positions given in the appended drawing29
Of these, positions are not used30; more over only those
notes are used which are not open strings (id est, the
stops) Thus, the remaining usable positions (20) are the
position in the larger system, that is, of the double
octave."

Section II, 1 states that the notes produced by the open
strings are not used, except for the A on the open Bamm. This
means that in performance almost exclusively fretted (closed
position) notes are utilised. RI-KindT then describes the two
kinds of double octave. This helps to clarify the remaining
usable positions. The conjunct double octave runs from (lower
octave) A Bamm to A Mathna and R Mathna to A ZTr thannT. The
disjunct double octave has the same lower octave (A Bamm - A
Mathna) but the upper octave runs from G Mathna to G ZTr
thanni. The discussion continues with which tones are used and
not used.
"(11,3) With reference to the position of the tones and the
unused tones, we shall now discuss the tones which comprise
the system of the double octave. We shall now discuss the
tones which compromise the system of the double octave. We
have shown that the number of positions total twenty; so
that on each string there are four tones, comprising the
ambitus of a fourth. There are five strings, and the tone G
of the second ZTr is added to complete the octave range
when used instead of A of the second ZTr, that is to say,
in the disjunct double octave. Regarding the number of
positions employed, note that the W of the Bamm is the same
as the W of the Mathlath, and the K of the Mathlath and of
the Mathna are the same, and D of the Mathna- and of the
first ZTr are the same, and the T of the first ZTr and the
second ZTr are the same. For that reason, these pairs are
not used twice in one and the same system, because their
meaning is identical.
(11,4) Therefore there remain 16 tones. Of these tones, ten
are fixed in the genus system and do not alter their given
positions, whereas six of them are subject to alteration.
The fixed stops are the extreme stops, while the alterable
ones lie between them."
refers to section missing
Lachmann & el-Hefni (1931) insert the number twenty five here
29
also missing
30
Lachmann & el-Hefni (1931) give the number of unused positions as 5, Cowl
as 3
28
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Rl KindT goes on to describe the tetrachord species of the
ancients, which he says are further explained in his "Great

Treatise

on the Composition

of the Melodies".

This helps

clarify which of all the previously mentioned positions are
used and which are unused.
Name
preced i ng
preced ing
presupposed
i ntermed i ate
i ntermed i ate
ddle
ddle
gh
gh
ghest
ghest
ghest
ghest

starting letter
G Bamm, D,U,H
G Bamm, H,UI,H
R Bamm, G,D,U
H Mathlath, J ^ 0 ,
H Mathlath, l,K,R,
R Mathna, B,D,UI,
R Mathna, G,D,U,
U first ZTr, Z,T,K,
U first ZTr, H,T,K,
K second ZTr, L,B,G
K second ZTr, R,B,G
K second ZTr, L,R,B
K second ZTr, L,R,G

(conjunct)
(conjunct)
(disjunct)
(disjunct)

It would appear that the ten fixed tones occur on the Bamm R,
G, Uj Mathlath H,Kj Mathna R,Dj ZTr U,Tj ZTr than! K. In a
footnote, Cowl (1966) lists the fixed tones as G, H, R, U, K,
U, K, D, T ,B but does not specify the alterable notes. By
listing them in this fashion, Cowl seems to be indicating that
the fixed tones are the notes produced by the first-finger
fret (sabbabba) and the fourth-finger fret (khinsir), as they
are played on consecutive strings (from the lowest pitched to
the highest). Cowl does not include the bamm R among his fixed
notes although RI-KindT's text seems to indicate the open R on
the Bamm as fixed since it is the beginning note of the
presupposed tetrachord and all of the tetrachords begin on a
fixed tone. Although the B on the ZTr than! is a fixed end
note for the conjunct highest tetrachord, it is alterable when
the disjunct double octave is used. It will therefore be
included here among the alterable notes. This considered, the
six tones subject to alteration would seem to be 1) Bamm D/H;
2) Mathlath T/1; 3) Matna B/G; 4) ZTr Z/H; 5) ZTr than! L/Rj and
6)ZTr than! B/G. Rl KindT appears to count each of these
options as only one tone within the system, as these notes are
mutually exclusive. As with later authors, this suggests that
the use of the second-finger fret and third-finger fret is
mutually exclusive within a given melodic structure. While the
text does not explicitly state that the anterior notes are
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unused, they
tetrachords.
are used for
notes within

are not mentioned in the exposition of the
This might indicate that the anterior positions
tuning only and were not considered playable
the modal structures.

As modern scholars disagree significantly regarding the
construction of the melodic modes from these tetrachord types,
that subject will not be addressed within the limited scope of
this work31 .
For reference, the nomenclature of the finger positions has
been translated into (arbitrary) western note names.
The tetrachords would be equivalent to:
Name
preced i ng
preced i ng
presupposed
i ntermed i ate
i ntermed i ate
m i dd 1 e
m i dd 1 e
high
high
h i ghest
h ighest
h i ghest
h ighest

s t a r t i ng

d,
d,
c,
g,

1etter

e b , >, g
e, fj g

d, eb, f
ab, bbJ c',
1
9J a, bb, c ,
f,
c ' j db', e b ' ,
d', eb', f ,
o\
gb', ab', b b ' ,
f , g, ab', bb',
bb' , cb', db'', d 1 ' (conj unct)
bb' , C ', db'' , d1 ' (conjunct)
bb' , cb'', C '', db' ' (d i sjunct)
bb' , cb'', C '', d'' ( d i sj u n c t )

r,

Farmer32 states that the fifth string described in this text is
purely theoretical in order to reach the upper octave.
Although Cowl (1966) accepts this conclusion, there does not
seem to be anything in the provided translation which
explicitly supports this supposition. In another of Rl KindT's
works fCitab a /-musatvu/i tat a/-ivatar/yya
min dhat ai-watar
afwah/d i/a dhat a/- 'asharat
aw tar (Book of sounding stringed
instruments of one to ten strings) lists both a four stringed
'ud, and five stringed 'ud. On the attached fretboard diagram,
the fifth string will be assumed to be a played string.
For purposes of comparison in this work, the fretting scheme
described here will be assumed to have four frets across five
strings (as shown in black on the accompanying fingerboard
diagram, labelled 3)
31

See Wright (1969), Sawa (1989) Cowl (1966)
Farmer (1939b) "The Lute Scale of Avicenna", Cowl (1966) "The Risala fT
Hubr TaT ' I if RI -'RIhan of Ja'qub ibn Ishaq al-KindT"
32
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Fretboapd

disposition

from

Risd/a

fi'f-iuhun

wa '

/-nagham

(Treatise on the Melodies and the Notes) Chapter
speculative, if open strings tuned in fourths

1,
&

O M

o
XI

Open string 0
(mutIuq)

first finger
(sabbaba) 182.40

second finger
(wusta) 3 1 5 ' 6 4

4J 4->
W
O

ic
c

o
X
o
e

o
E

N

u o

498.04

996.08

680.44

1178.48 476.52

813

'68

111

'72

294.12

609

10/9

'76

6/5

third finger
,.. . x 386.31
(binsir)

884.35

182.39

680.43

5/4

fourth finger
( k h i n s i r ) 498.04

996.08

294.12

792.16

4/3

3<J
2.

Fretboard
(Treatise

disposition
on

the

from

Melodies
pr i mary

Risd/a
and

fi'/-/uhun
the

Notes)

u/a

'/-nagham

Chapter

2,

t u n i ng
O

Open s t r i n g 0
(mutIuq) (c)

first finger
203.91
(sabbaba)
(d)

second finger
(wusta) 2 9 4 . 1 3

finger

(khinslp)

-4->

-C

n
•H a
cd a
u o
o

c
—

i.
I—
N

•

0
E

498.04
(f)

996.09
294.13
(b flat) (e flat')

701.96

1200/0

498.04

(g)

(C)

( f )

792.18

90.22

f l a t ) (a

t h i r d finger
407.82
(b i ns i r )

fourth

IC

O
E

-O.

(e

o

f l a t ) (d

9/8

588.27
1

f l a t ) (g

32/27

flat')

905.87

203.91

701.96

(e)

(a)

(d')

Cg')

498.04

996.09
294.13
792.18
7
(b f l a t ) (e f l a t ) (a f l a t ' )

(f)

•H
U

81/64

4/3

j

&

4-0
3.

••
Fretboard

(Treatise

disposition

concerning

from

Risafa

the k n o w l e d g e

fi

khubr

ta 'I/f

on c o m p o s i t i o n

o f m e 1 oc i e s )

c

£
O

C
X
o
E

Open string 0

ID
XI

ID

c
L
fN

£

N

498.04

996.09

294.13

792 . 18

(R)
[c,
f i xed]

(U)

(K)

(D)

(T)

[f,
unused]

[bb,

[e^

[a^

unused]

unused]

unused]

a n t e r i o r (mujannab)

90.22(B)

588.26(2)1086.31(L

a p p a r e n t Iy

used

113.69

611

for

on I y ,

(mutIuq)

if

t u n i ng
at

1109.76

3 6 4 .OO
«

at'alhan

882. 40

407.62

905. 67

(H)

(I)

996.09
(K)
[bb',

a
o

•H
U

O
•H
O

a
01

P 4->

<tf p.
M o

2 5 6 / : 42

all

first finger
(sabbaba)

203.91

701.96

1200/0

498.04

(G)

(H)

(R)

(U)

[d,
f ixed]

second

finger
(ujusta) 2 9 4 . 1 3
(D)
[eb,

1

[g,
t ixed]

[c

7 9 2 . 18

90.22

588.27

1086.31

("P

(B)
[db',

(2)

(L)

[gK

[cb',

[ab,

f ixed]

[ f ;
t i<ed]

9/c

f ixed]
32/2]

'jar iab le] 'jor i ab I e. <jor i ab Ie. 'jar i ab I e ] u a r i a b l e ]

third finger
(b i ns i P ) 407.82

701.96
(H)

1200/0

905.87

203.91

(I)
[a,

(G)

996.09

294.13

792.18

90.22

(U)

(K)

(D)

(T)

(B)

[f,
fixed]

[bb,

[ab,

[db,

(H)

81/64

(R)

Ce,
[d',
Eg',
'jar i ab I e ]'jar iab le] uap iab le] uapiable] uariable]

fourth finger
( k h i n s i r ) 498,04

fixed]

fixed]

fixed]

f i xed or
uariable]
203.91
(G)

4/3

729/51^

[ d " ,
f i xed or
'jar i ab I e ]
f i ngeped but ppobabIy
not fpetted

